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CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY AT LOWA
Corporate responsibility (CR) stands for far-sighted management in a company's core business and has a high priority in the
business's overall strategy. CR is a key aspect of sustainable growth in the following areas of business activity: the market,
jobs, the common good, the environment and supply chains. Social, environmental and commercial issues are given equal
weight, and stakeholders are integrated into the strategic focus of the company’s CR activities.
Not many industries are so obviously linked to nature as the outdoor industry. Corporate responsibility (CR) and sustainability
have therefore become increasingly important in recent years. High-quality materials and equipment, whose form and
function must meet special, often very demanding usage requirements, need to be durable and robust as well as not harmful
to health and the environment. And this applies not only to the end products themselves; their production should and must
also take place under fair and environmentally sound conditions.
All these aspects are part of the company philosophy at LOWA and have been combined into a comprehensive CR strategy.
This strategy is part of a long-range process that touches on all areas of the company. The ultimate aim of this work is to
gradually integrate the sustainable company philosophy into a range of sub-areas at the company and to transparently
showcase our CR activities.

Fields of actions of our CR management
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RESPONSIBILITY AND SCOPE
CR management at LOWA has been organisationally placed with the company's management team. This enables LOWA to
identify areas with improvement potential and to derive and implement corresponding measures.
Werner Riethmann is the corporate responsibility officer of the company's management team and oversees all CR activities.
The CR manager is Ingmar Anderson, a full-time employee who reports directly to the management team.
The department heads for CR-relevant activities and measures also work at the company's headquarters in the Bavarian town
of Jetzendorf. They serve as contact partners for the CR manager and coordinate the implementation of the CR program
assigned to their departments.
Both headquarters locations of LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH are integrated into CR management:
• Hauptstraße 16 and 19, 85305 Jetzendorf
• Aichacher Straße 3, 85305 Jetzendorf-Priel
The key components of LOWA’s CR management comprise:
• Company mission statement as guiding principle
• CR responsibility at all levels, including the management team
• Internal audits to identify improvement potential
• Evaluation of CR management by the management team
• Key performance indicators for all fields of activity
• Company CR programme as a checklist of goals and targets
• Transparent information concerning all relevant stakeholders
The company's production sites in Slovakia, Italy, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia and the Czech Republic are, of course,
integrated into the CR process as well.
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1. COMPANY AND EMPLOYEES
1.1.

COMPANY

LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH was founded in 1923 and has been part of
the Italian Tecnica Group since 1993. The company’s headquarters
are in the Bavarian village of Jetzendorf near Munich, Germany.
LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH makes boots and shoes for the hiking,
outdoor and travel industries. What began in 1923 as a small startup producing traditional handmade Bavarian Haferl shoes has
developed over the years into an international company with a strong
global reputation. The traditional boot and shoe maker prides itself
on its commitment to quality and fit and is a market leader in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland for hiking and outdoor footwear.

1.1.1.

LOWA’s guiding principles

LOWA takes the interests of its stakeholders seriously and strives to maintain an active, constructive dialogue. The company
then integrates the results of this dialogue into its sustainability process.
LOWA’s guiding principles give the company and its employees a framework for reasoning that can be used as a basis for
making decisions and presenting them both internally and externally. The principles serve as a standard and orientation for
employees and customers.
Simply more…
This is a slogan that has defined our business for years and captures the true spirit of LOWA as a company – its zest for
“simply more…”!
We are a global outdoor company that never forgets its roots. We develop, produce and market shoes. We base our business
on three overarching goals: the best quality, a perfect fit and innovations in all areas.
This commitment is reflected in every aspect of our business and extends well beyond the boundaries of the company's
operations. We are driven by sustainable company growth, not short-term trends. Traditional values such as trust, honesty
and respect shape our business. We apply these principles not only to our daily interactions with one another, but also to our
business relationships.
Our rock-solid foundation is the production of the very best products, and we make no compromises in ensuring this. We are
always aware of the responsibility we have toward our customers, retailers, partners, suppliers and producers. In this era of
globalisation, we purposely apply a philosophy of “Made in Europe” – and require our suppliers and producers to sign our
Code of Conduct.
Corporate Responsibility at LOWA
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Our employees are our most precious resource. We embrace diversity, pay fair wages, offer social benefits and support our
employees individually in their development. We tackle things together and stand behind our products personally.
As an international outdoor brand, we consider nature and the environment. We use resources sparingly and systematically
consider sustainability in our development work. We are also clearly committed to our home in Bavaria. We are deeply rooted
in the region and support a range of social projects.
Jetzendorf, 28th September 2017

Werner Riethmann,
CEO LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH

1.1.2.

Ruggero Zanatta
CEO LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH

Company profile

Top quality for over 90 years
The company gained the name LOWA by taking the first two letters of the first and last name of the company's founder,
Lorenz Wagner (1893-1953). It had started off making traditional Bavarian Haferl shoes. The high quality and hence popularity
of the double-stitched shoes made entirely by hand meant that the company, which was still really in its infancy, needed to
expand for the first time at the end of the 1920s. With the first manufacturing facility, where hiking boots for the mountain
infantry and lace-up ski boots were made, LOWA continued on its expansion course at the beginning of the 1930s.
After the war, the second generation took over the reins: Wagner’s daughter Berti and her husband Josef (“Sepp”) Lederer
continued to expand the product range, taking the company in the same direction as its founder, step by step. Once
production levels began to “burst at the seams”, two new production facilities were opened in 1977. In 1988, Josef Lederer
handed over the management of the company to his son Stefan Lederer, who ran the business until 1991.
In 1992, Werner Riethmann took over at the helm. One year later, the Bavarian traditional boot and shoe maker was acquired
by the Italian Tecnica Group. Processes were simplified and some production was relocated. As a result, production of ski
boots was discontinued. However, the Jetzendorf site was kept, modernised and expanded. At that point, 350,000 pair of
hiking and trekking boots a year were produced there. The LOWA headquarters also housed all major organisational units
such as Management, Marketing, Development, Logistics and Sales.
Product development milestones
LOWA achieved its first real highlight in 1972 when it developed the LOWA “Air System” to ensure a perfect fit for ski boots.
1982 saw the launch of the TREKKER model. The popularity of this extremely successful model is still unrivalled today. More
innovative products were developed such as the multi-tec sole (featuring two different rubber compounds) in 1990 and the
LOWA “Climate Control System” in 1991. A particularly decisive milestone was the development of the new line of
multifunctional boots and the launch of the RENEGADE model. This model is now considered to be “the classic”
Corporate Responsibility at LOWA
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multifunctional boot and is one of the most widely sold outdoor boots anywhere in the world. The boot, which is made in
Europe, is always improved and marketed in a range of different versions.
For a long time now, outdoor footwear has ceased to be confined to the mountainside. This trend is known as “urban
outerwear”, and LOWA was quick to spot it. In summer 2007, the company launched its first Travel collection which is
suitable both for travelling and everyday activities. LOWA also has its finger on the pulse when it comes to the sports and
leisure industries. The innovative LOWA MONOWRAP® system is a unique sole construction that provides maximum stability
whilst keeping footwear very lightweight.
The hiking boot specialist also continues to set the standard when it comes to mountaineering boots. In order to ensure that
all boots have the required level of functionality, LOWA works closely with leading mountaineers all around the world who
constantly test products and feed important information back to the LOWA developers.
LOWA in brief:
1923

Lorenz Wagner founds LOWA in the Bavarian village of Jetzendorf near Munich, Germany.

1993

The Italian Tecnica Group acquires LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH. Werner Riethmann and Ruggero Zanatta (a.k.a.
Giancarlo Zanatta) become the Executive Directors.

2013

LOWA celebrates 90 years in business and is the market leader in German-speaking countries.

100

All LOWA boots and shoes are 100% made in Europe. The classic hiking boots are made in Germany and Italy,
whereas the multifunctional Kids and Travel lines are made in Slovakia.

55

LOWA sells and exports its products to 55 countries.

30

From up-and-coming new talent to top mountaineers: LOWA sponsors over 30 athletes as part of the LOWA PRO
Team, LOWA ACTIVE Team and LOWA JUNIOR Team.

250

LOWA employs 250 staff members at its headquarters in Jetzendorf.

6

The LOWA product range consists of six index categories. From hiking boots in the Alpine and Backpacking lines
and functional models in the Trekking, All Terrain Classic and All Terrain Sport lines to fashionable Travel footwear.
In addition to the Index categories, there is also a Kids collection and a line of Cold Weather Boots.

2,5

LOWA is constantly consolidating its market position. In 1993, the traditional boot and shoe maker manufactured
around 350,000 pairs. By today, this figure had grown to over 2.5 million pairs.
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1.1.3.

ISO 9001 certification

Since 2008, LOWA has been certified in accordance with ISO 9001:2008, the international standard for
quality management systems, and goes through an external audit every year. The certificate affirms that
LOWA’s process procedures are clearly and transparently defined. Customer satisfaction is always our
ultimate goal. This applies equally to both LOWA’s retailers and consumers. The audits conducted by the
German Test and Research Institute for Footwear Production also focus on economic and social issues.
LOWA received ISO 9001:2015 certification in September 2017.
The ISO 9001 quality standard is the nationally and internationally most widespread and significant standard in quality
management. It establishes the minimum requirements for internal systems that the individual company must fulfil. The aim
is to meet the demands of the customer and to satisfy the quality requirements of the products and services.

1.1.4.

The Association of the German Sporting Goods Industry (BSI)

The Association of the German Sporting Goods Industry (BSI), founded in 1910, is the business association for German
manufacturers, wholesalers and importers of sports equipment.
LOWA is a member of the Association of the German Sporting Goods Industry and plays an
active role in the outdoor and CSR working groups. The BSI working groups explore current
industry issues and provide an opportunity to actively share experiences. Projects and studies
are jointly organised.
The outdoor working group represents the interests of the outdoor industry within BSI. Its aim is to achieve sufficient advocacy of
the outdoor sector within the sports equipment industry. Furthermore, it actively supports environmental protection and the
sustainable preservation of the earth for generations to come.
The working group CSR is a multi-sectional BSI consortium in which BSI members from all sectors of the sports equipment
industry can exchange thoughts on environmental protection, sustainability, social commitment and animal protection as
well as work together to support CSR projects.
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1.1.5.

EOG membership
LOWA is a member of the European Outdoor Group (EOG). This association representing the interests of the
European outdoor industry was established in 2003.

Sustainability is the central focus of EOG activities. The outdoor sector encourages its consumers to interact
with nature in a responsible way and seeks means and ways of reducing its impact on the environment as much
as possible without hampering performance.
The Sustainability Working Group is one of the driving forces behind the development of the Higg Index, which is a tool that
apparel companies can use to more accurately measure the broad ecological and social effects of their products and thereby
embrace appropriate improvement measures.

1.1.6.

Goals and measures

Goals and measures regarding the expansion of CR management and increased transparency
•

•

•

•

Ongoing measures:
o Participating in multi-stakeholder dialogues
o Gaining re-certification in accordance with ISO 9001
Deadline: annual
Short-range goals:
o Actively communicating LOWA’s mission statement
Deadline: from quarter 4/2017
o Agreeing on the CR programme for 2018-2020
Deadline: quarter 4/2017
o Creating an online presentation of the company's CR activities
Deadline: quarter 4/2017
Mid-range goal:
o Preparing corporate compliance guidelines
Deadline: quarter 1/2018
Long-range goals:
o Reviewing relevant CR reporting standards
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
o Determining and communicating key figures for all major CR activities
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
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1.2.

EMPLOYEES

At LOWA, the company's employees constitute its most precious resource. The company embraces diversity, pays fair wages,
offers social-security benefits and supports the individual growth of its employees. Everyone pitches in together, and
employees personally stand behind the company's products.
At LOWA, we have a very pleasant working environment as well as flat hierarchies. First names are as natural as the open
door to the managing director’s office.

1.2.1.

LOWA as an employer

Footwear maker, warehouse clerk or procurement manager: The professional fields at LOWA are as varied as the people who
work in them. For LOWA, employees are a central success factor and at the same time important brand ambassadors. The
goal of every employee at LOWA is to continuously deliver high quality for the benefit of the customer. LOWA helps them
reach this goal by providing training and professional growth opportunities and by offering them interesting jobs with varied
tasks. In addition, every employee is given decision-making freedom within the context of clear guidelines.

1.2.2.

LOWA: a company that trains apprentices

LOWA is a company that trains apprentices and teaches all essential knowledge and skills for every particular occupation.
The company hires trainees who perform well during the programme.
LOWA provides occupational training in the following areas:
• Industrial management
• Warehouse logistics specialist
• Shoemaker

1.2.3.

Diversity, equal opportunities and mutual respect

LOWA treats all its employees as equals. A company of long tradition, LOWA places a high priority on diversity, equal
opportunity and respectful interaction – regardless of religion, gender or ethnic background.
LOWA creates a family-like company atmosphere with flat hierarchies. Candour, fairness, tolerance and team spirit are the
defining qualities of the company’s actions. They also reflect LOWA’s understanding of its interactions – both within the
company and with customers and business partners.
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1.2.4.

Social benefits

LOWA provides its employees with appropriate, performance-based remuneration; flexible work schedules; capital-forming
benefits and a pension plan. The company also provides meal and transportation allowances. Eight small buses transport
employees to work and take them back home.
LOWA offers its employees a weekly back course. Further, employees benefit from a number of special opportunities – such
as outings to the forest climbing park in Jetzendorf or the climbing gym in Pfaffenhofen.
Beyond this, the company fosters a healthy work-life balance as well as health protection at work and ensures the necessary
occupational safety.
Annual DAK health day
In cooperation with the health insurance company DAK, LOWA hosts a yearly health day during which various stations are set
up across the company site where employees can have the following parameters checked:
• Stress test (heart and breathing measurement)
• Quattro-check (blood sugar, cholesterol, blood pressure, body-mass index)
• Balance test

1.2.5.

Personnel figures

LOWA Germany (without franchise stores per 31 december, 2016)
Corporate Responsibility at LOWA
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1.2.6.

Goals and measures

Goals and measures regarding work-life balance, initial and advanced training, and
occupational safety and health
•

•

•

•

Ongoing measures:
o Intensifying discussions with partner companies
o Offering a dual programme of practical and university-level training as well as other
occupational training options
o Calculating and communicating key HR figures
Deadline: annual
o Organising a health day by the German health insurer DAK
Deadline: annual
Short-range goals:
o Reviewing the need for child-care slots
Deadline: quarter 2/2017
o Installing hand-disinfectant dispensers throughout the company
Deadline: quarter 2/2017
o Facilitating individual home-office agreements
Deadline: quarter 3/2017
o Arranging work-schedule agreements
Deadline: quarter 3/2017
o Standardising occupational-safety documentation
Deadline: quarter 4/2017
Mid-range goals:
o Reviewing additional places to gather and take breaks on the company's premises
Deadline: quarter 2/2018
Long-range goal:
o Reviewing the option of expanding company athletic options
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
o Additional roller door at the incoming goods department (as a cold barrier)
Deadline: quarter 3/2018
o Offices equipped with more green plants
Deadline: quarter 2/2018
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2.

PRODUCTION SITES AND CONDITIONS

2.1.

PRODUCTION SITES: 100 PER CENT “MADE IN EUROPE”

As an industry leader in the age of globalisation, LOWA consciously applies a
philosophy of “Made in Europe” to guarantee the best product quality, fair
wages and social benefits for employees. The company also wants to ensure
its comprehensive know-how and the control over technologies remain in its
own hands. By producing footwear in Europe, LOWA also benefits from much
shorter delivery times. Another critical aspect is the continuous quality
controls during every stage of production.
LOWA currently operates production facilities at its headquarters in the
Bavarian town of Jetzendorf as well as in Slovakia, Italy, Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and Czech Republic.

2.1.1.

Germany

Fact sheet:
Company name:
Location:
Headquarters since:
Production:
Shoes per week:

LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH
Jetzendorf, Germany
1923
Alpine, Backpacking, Trekking and sample production
about 7,200 pairs

LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH was founded in 1923 in Jetzendorf by Lorenz Wagner and is the home of the international company
today. What began in 1923 as a small start-up producing traditional handmade Bavarian Haferl shoes has evolved over the
years into an international company with a highly respected global reputation. Even as internationalisation spreads around
the world, LOWA has taken the conscious decision to keep its home base located in Jetzendorf.
To LOWA, the production operation in Germany embodies the link between a decades-long company tradition and values like
a commitment to quality, exceptional service, the joy of innovation and continuous modernisation. About 250 employees work
in Jetzendorf today. In addition to the production operation, the town is the home of the research and development
department and the central administrative office. The production and administrative buildings have always been upgraded to
meet new needs. The last expansion work was done in 2002. In 2016, LOWA covered a large segment of the company car park
with a photovoltaic system. This unit now generates one-sixth of the power used by the company.

Corporate Responsibility at LOWA
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2.1.2.

Slovakia

Fact sheet:
Company Name:
Location:
Distance from LOWA:
Partner since:
Production:
Shoes per week:

RIALTO s.r.o.
Bošany, Slovakia
681 kilometres
1996
All Terrain Classic, All Terrain Sport, Travel, Kids
about 70,000 pairs

RIALTO is a subsidiary of the Italian shoe specialist RIKO SPORT and the second-largest shoe factory in Slovakia. In 1999, the
old plant site was purchased by today’s owners and a state-of-the-art facility was constructed. The town of Bošany is located
in the rolling hill country of the Danube in northwestern Slovakia. It has a population of about 5,000 people. RIALTO is the
largest employer in the region and has a workforce of about 1,000 people. For these workers, health insurance and
unemployment assistance are part of a standard package of benefits, just like extra pay for shift and night-time work. As a
special benefit, the company finances 13 bus lines that employees can use free of charge.

2.1.3.

Italy

Fact sheet:
Company name:
Location:
Distance from LOWA:
Partner since:
Production:
Shoes per week:

GARDEN SPORT S.r.l.
Montebelluna, Italy
497 kilometres
1993
Alpine, Backpacking, Trekking
about 2,000 pairs

GARDEN SPORT is the smallest member of LOWA’s European production alliance. The company was established in 1963
by the father of today’s managing director, Giuliano Deon. The area around the city of Montebelluna in the northern
Italian region of Veneto is a traditional production site of the shoe industry. It forms the commercial heart of the country
along with Milan. LOWA’s production operation in Italy primarily makes Alpine and hiking boots. It currently has 16
employees. The company undergoes continuous modernisation. The last addition was completed in 2015.
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2.1.4.

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Fact sheet:
Company name:
Location:
Distance from LOWA:
Partner since:
Production:
Uppers per week:

ŠKREBIĆ Company d.o.o.
Teslić, Bosnia and Herzegovina
881 kilometres
2011
Upper production
about 2,800 pairs

ŠKREBIĆ was established in 1997 and employs about 470 people today. A total of 230 of them work for LOWA, a group that
consists mainly of women. The shoe factory is located in the small town of Teslić in northern Bosnia and Herzegovina. It is
one of the region’s major employers. ŠKREBIĆ is one of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s major companies, a status that places it
under special government supervision. ŠKREBIĆ provides between six and seven bus lines as well as a number of mini-buses
that bring employees who live in areas of town located far from the factory to work and back home. Like other members of
the LOWA alliance, meals are served free of charge to employees in the company cafeteria.

Fact sheet:
Company name:
Location:
Distance from LOWA:
Partner since:
Production:
Uppers per week:

BEMA d.o.o.
Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina
789 kilometres
2008
Upper production
about 1,800 pairs

The BEMA shoe factory is also located in the northern part of the country, in Banja Luka, the second-largest city in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. The company grew out of the BOSNA shoe factory and uses a portion of the old factory facilities that are
continuously modernised. BEMA is one of the region’s largest employers today. Holiday policies at BEMA are identical to
those at ŠKREBIĆ. Both companies take three weeks off in the summer. In addition, they shut down operations for a period of
10 days to two weeks at Christmas. In Banja Luka, the shoe factory finances 10 bus lines for commuting workers. Employees
who do not live near the company’s bus routes may use public buses at the company’s expense. Like ŠKREBIĆ, meals served
by the company cafeteria are free of charge.
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2.1.5.

Croatia

Fact sheet:
Company name:
Location:
Distance from LOWA:
Partner since:
Production:
Uppers per week:

LORA d.o.o.
Križevci, Croatia
664 kilometres
1998
Upper production
about 3,000 pairs

LORA is in Križevci, a city located northeast of Zagreb, and was established in 1998. When it opened, the company had about
75 employees. Since then, the workforce has grown to approximately 150 people, 80 per cent of whom are women. LORA is
one of the region’s most important employers. In 2007, the production operation was moved to a site on the eastern edge of
the city. LORA has a two-shift operation that specialises in the production of uppers. The company covers the commuting and
meal costs of employees.

2.1.6.

Czech Republic

Fact sheet:
Company name:
Location:
Distance from LOWA:
Partner since:
Production:

TRIOP
Fryšták, Czech Republic
670 kilometres
2011
climbing shoes

TRIOP is a company that specialises in climbing shoes and has been making them for more than 25 years. The company
makes all its boots in the Czech Republic. The city of Fryšták is located in the eastern portion of the Czech Republic, at the
south-western foot of the Hostýnské vrchy mountains in the Fryštácká depression at the point where the Moravian Wallachia
transitions to Hanakia.
Fact sheet:
Company name:
Location:
Distance from LOWA:
Partner since:
Production:

SALTIC s.r.o.
Zlín, Czech Republic
680 kilometres
2011
climbing shoes

The city of Zlín has more than 75,000 residents and is an industrial centre of the Zlínský kraj region in Moravia. It is about
seven kilometres south of Fryšták. The company SALTIC s.r.o. was established in 1990 in Zlín. It has specialised in climbing
shoes from the start.
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2.2.

PRODUCTION CONDITIONS

As a maufacturing company, LOWA bears responsibility for the entire production process and for the working conditions of
the people who manufacture and process the company’s preliminary and final products. For LOWA it is important to
guarantee sustainability and responsible conduct throughout the value chain. This includes fair working conditions and
wages as well as occupational safety and environmentally friendly production.

2.2.1.

Code of Conduct (CoC)

LOWA therefore requires its suppliers and producers to sign a predefined Code of Conduct (CoC), which is based on
international guidelines such as the principles of the U.N. Global Compact and the conventions of the ILO. The company
ensures the CoC is upheld by conducting regular internal reviews (audits).
The CoC governs working hours and wages, including extra pay for overtime, holidays and/or Christmas, as well as allowances
for or assumption of all food and transport costs. Questions regarding such issues as dismissal protection, paid sick leave,
maternity leave, non-discrimination, the right to join a union and a ban on child labour are regulated by law and covered by
the CoC.
The Code of Conduct is communicated to all employees in their respective national languages. The communication of its
content is carried out through notices or, if need be, through training sessions.
èDownload CoC

2.2.2.

Audits

Compliance with the company's Code of Conduct is checked through regular internal audits. These audits are conducted
within a period of two years at a minimum.
While touring the company's factories, LOWA auditors gain an impression of general working conditions and safety-relevant
issues. They examine a range of documents, including payslips and contracts, and talk with managers and individual
employees. LOWA takes steps to ensure that at least one of the auditors speaks the language of the country where the
facility is located.

2.2.3.

Audit results and evaluation

The audit results are documented and reviewed during a feedback discussion. Possible violations are included in a report.
These issues must be addressed by a specific deadline. If violations occur, the supplier will receive help from LOWA. If
serious violations of the CoC occur and are not corrected despite the company's assistance, LOWA retains the right to
terminate the business relationship. All business relationships have existed for at least five years, and most of them have
been in place for 10 years or more.
Corporate Responsibility at LOWA
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2.2.4.

Audit metrics

èfrom 2018

2.2.5.

Goals and measures

Goals and measures regarding sustainable producer development and the creation of transparency:
•

•

•

Ongoing measures:
o Conducting internal CR audits of all LOWA production sites
Deadline: quarter 4/2017
o Helping to develop industry solutions as part of multi-stakeholder dialogues
Mid-range goals:
o Communicating the CR evaluation system used by producers
Deadline: quarter 3/2018
o Determining and releasing anonymised audit figures
Deadline: quarter 4/2018
Long-range goal:
o Having at least one production site undergo a third-party audit
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
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3. PRODUCTS
The LOWA product range consists of six index categories –
from hiking boots in the Alpine and Backpacking lines and
functional models in the Trekking, All Terrain Classic and All
Terrain Sport lines right through to fashionable Travel
footwear. In addition to the index categories, there is also a
Kids collection and a line of Cold Weather Boots.

3.1.

FIT AND QUALITY

No compromises – When it comes to its products, LOWA
focuses in particular on perfect fit, a high level of
functionality, a contemporary design and technical
innovation. One key environmental aspect is product durability.
LOWA isn't satisfied with second best. For that reason, LOWA always provides its customers with the highest quality, from
the materials used to the finished footwear. LOWA views the high expectations it places on itself and its service as the
guiding values for the high quality of its products.
The diligence of the company's talented employees and their unwavering commitment to producing perfect footwear are
applied to every phase of product development. The company's service regarding every aspect of its footwear is based on this
standard.
The guiding principle of uncompromising quality stems from the company’s commitment to providing the highest service in
its drive to create the highest product excellence. LOWA products are both a guarantee of optimal comfort and a testament to
safety. Absolute precision in development and construction are vital points for secure footing and the best possible
functionality for each and every use.

3.2.

ATHLETES AS PARTNERS

As a specialist for outdoor shoes, LOWA understands how intense the appeal of the mountains and nature is – and what
adventures await people there. Whether professional alpinists, mountaineers or globetrotters, there is one passion that they
all share: being outside.
And it's precisely this passion which has inspired LOWA for more than 90 years to constantly create new and better shoes
which leave nothing to be desired in comfort, fit and safety. Ultimately, LOWA would like to help outdoor athletes achieve the
best possible results. This is why the company is always optimising its shoes – both technically and in terms of look.
To ensure that the shoes’ functions are perfectly designed for each adventure, LOWA trusts the experience and opinions of
the best alpinists in the German-speaking world and internationally. They are experts, know the mountains like the backs of
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their hands and know exactly what they’re talking about. During all their adventures, they put the shoes heavily to the test on
the most diverse terrains – from climbing ice and cliffs through to lengthier expeditions. Every small detail that stands out to
them is important for future development.
LOWA involves athletes directly in its development process. Even so, it is clear that not every idea can be realised; ultimately
even shoes have a construction that can only be altered to a certain degree. Eventually, however, this process led to the idea
of a PRO line involving intensive contributions from athletes, a line that would, in particular, satisfy one of their biggest
desires: lighter shoes. This desired reduction in weight is now part of all new models. The thinner sole is also an innovation
that numerous shoes will benefit from.

3.3.

SELECTION OF MATERIALS

The leather used by LOWA is mainly from European cattle. LOWA obtains around 70 per cent of its leather from its main
supplier Heinen with headquarters in Wegberg, Germany. Other tanneries from which the company buys leather include
VIVIANI from Zagreb (Croatia) and DANI from Arzignano (Italy) and Perwanger from Ora (Italy). All of the tanneries were
carefully selected, in part because their company philosophies of ecological and socially responsible production align
perfectly with LOWA’s own philosophy.

Aside from leather, LOWA also uses textile uppers and linings. Guidelines such as those regarding the elimination of harmful
substances naturally apply to all materials used. These include, for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Textile uppers and linings
Soles and edge strips
Wool and yarns
Shoe laces
Lugs
Glue
Dyes
and others

LOWA does not use Merino wool from sheep that have undergone mulesing, down feathers, milk or other food fibres,
nano-technology, antiperspirants, biocides or antifungal agents.
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3.4.

“VEGAN COLLECTION”

The word “vegan” can be defined in various ways. Using uppers made of fabric instead of leather gets you halfway there in
the process for boots. Neither leather nor animal wool is used in all boots of the All Terrain Sport collection and of some
other models. No animal glues are used to make the boots either.
But the process used to demonstrate that no animal products are used in all components is fairly elaborate. It takes real
detective work to determine whether the dyes, chemicals, enhancement substances, etc. are free of animal parts. The main
reason for this is that a very large number of individual pieces and components are used to make high-quality outdoor boots.
The INNOX model, for instance, has more than 150 parts. It is nearly impossible to examine all of these criteria. LOWA is also
unable to make any credible statement regarding the very strict vegan criteria that require, among other things, that no
animal experiments were conducted on the materials used in the boots and that all plant fibres were produced by certified
organic farms.

3.5.

CADS MEMBERSHIP
LOWA is one of the founding members of CADS (Cooperation at DSI), an association of manufacturers and
suppliers under the umbrella of the German Shoe Institute that seeks to prevent the use of harmful substances in
shoes. All member companies have voluntarily committed themselves to meeting the deliberately demanding
requirements of the CADS guideline entitled “Catalogue of restricted substances in shoes”.

CADS has set itself the aim of formulating minimum requirements and promoting dialogue with NGOs with respect to critical
substances. The elaborated “Catalogue of restricted substances in shoes” was created in close coordination with a renowned
independent testing and research institute in Pirmasens, Germany.

3.6.

HARMFUL SUBSTANCES

Furthermore, LOWA meets all the requirements regarding harmful substances imposed by Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006
(REACH). With a view to Article 33 of REACH, LOWA assures its products and their packaging do not contain any of the
substances specified in the latest version of the candidate list in accordance with Article 59 (1) of Regulation (EC) No.
1907/2006 (REACH).
Furthermore, for all products LOWA has drawn up a “Restricted Substances List” that conforms to the CADS guideline and
specifies prohibited substances or those that can only be used in limited quantities. Among other commitments, the company
guarantees that it does not use leather tanned with chromium (VI) and ensures no toxic chromium (VI) is formed from
chromium (III) during storage. LOWA spot-checks its materials for harmful substances, with tests carried out by the company
itself and by recognised external laboratories.
èDownload Restricted Substances List
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3.7.

DURABILITY AND CARE

One key environmental aspect of products is their durability. This also applies to LOWA footwear products, all of which are
known for their high quality and robustness. But even high-quality boots need and require good care. With such care, they
will remain comfortable and resistant to soiling and water. Regular care will extend their life.
This applies in particular to leather as an animal-based resource (skin) that has been cut off from its natural method of care
(the way the animal cares for itself). The care of leather is absolutely necessary, since it will otherwise dry out, become
brittle and lose its core characteristics such as high resilience, abrasion resistance, shape retention and breathability.
èCare instruction

3.8.

RESOLING AND REPAIRS

On the basis of today's technology, it makes little sense from an energy point of view to recycle substances used in LOWA
footwear because the products consist of so many different materials. But refinements in technology are continuously reviewed.
The boots do not have to be replaced when the soles wear out. Many boots can now be resoled and the heels replaced.
Soles
Boots do not have to be replaced just because the soles wear out. Many shoes can now be resoled. At LOWA, resolable shoes
are, for instance, shoes with pinched soles from the Alpine, Backpacking and Trekking lines. If you are unsure about your
shoes, contact a speciality store or our LOWA service department. If the shoes belong to a resolable category, you can send
them in right away. They are delivered to the service workshop in Jetzendorf, where LOWA shoes are resoled at raw-material
cost. The LOWA repair service resoles roughly 15,000 shoes a year.
Heels
Our heel renewal service has also enjoyed growing popularity. More than 1,000 repaired heels are returned to customers each
year.
Heels from all shoes in the All Terrain Classic and All Terrain Sport lines can be repaired as follows: The worn heels are
sanded down until they are aligned with the remaining soles. The back of the heel is then slightly rounded so that the shoe
can roll over nicely after the heel renewal. The sanded area is coarsened, pretreated with a substance, coated in a special PU
glue and then assembled.
The next step is an oven. The heat activates the glue so that the heel can be pressed onto the shoe in the second step. Then
it is just a matter of making aesthetic adjustments, such as trimming off any loose material, sanding down any protruding
edges and making sure the colour matches the existing soles. The costs for this renewal likewise amount only to the
personnel and material costs.
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3.9.

CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE AND SERVICE

For LOWA, a collaborative relationship with service providers, retailers and consumers is just as important as good value for
the money. A key feature of the company is the business relationships that it has formed over the years and that have created
a strong bond of trust among the partners. As a matter of course, the company handles customer data in a responsible
manner and complies with legal requirements regarding data confidentiality and data protection.
Furthermore, LOWA guarantees a high level of availability and service quality and offers comprehensive individual support to
retailers.
For retailers, this includes:
• Practice-oriented retailer training (including product inspection and service offers such as repairs etc.)
• Practice-oriented retailer events (mystery-solving training events, hikes with merchandise and product tests)
• Expert advice over the phone for orders and repairs
• Presentation of the collection in 10 LOWA showrooms in Germany
• Support for on-site consultations and sales (through, for example, retailer events such as 3D foot measurements,
the history of the hiking boot, the LOWA expert)
• Repair services such as resoling and value retention of the product
For consumers:
• Consultations over the phone for buying hiking boots (no sales)
• Retailer referral
• LOWA test centre
• Consultation over the phone regarding the repair of hiking boots that have been sent in

3.10.

PRODUCT KEY FIGURES

è from 2019
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3.11.

GOALS AND MEASURES

Goals and measures concerning the creation of a sustainable product range and the optimisation of sales
and warehousing processes:
•

•

•

Ongoing measures:
o Expanding knowledge about materials, fabrics and soles
o Systematically focusing on materials and production criteria
(through the use of such things as information sheets and catalogues of requirements)
Mid-range goal:
o Evaluating suppliers on the basis of CR criteria
Deadline: quarter 4/2018
Long-range goals:
o Completely eliminating waterproofing agents containing PFCs
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
o Optimising supplier processes and logistics (LogiSoft)
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
o Determining and releasing key product figures
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
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4.

Environmental and nature protection

As a mountaineering brand, LOWA lives with and from nature.
The company therefore uses resources sparingly and, where
possible, exceeds legal requirements as a way of protecting
the environment and the health of its employees and
customers.

4.1.

Environmental protection

LOWA has systematically tracked all environmental impacts at
its base in Jetzendorf and reviewed them in terms of their
essentiality. This review focused on both direct environmental
impacts resulting from business operations (business ecology)
and indirect environmental impacts that are not attributed to
the company's location (product ecology and CO2 emissions).

The key direct environmental impacts of LOWA are:
• Rubbish
• Emissions of CO2 and air pollutants (through the use of energy and solvents)
• Use of energy
• Use of paper
• Use of packing materials
• Water consumption
• Use of space
The major indirect environmental impacts result from products, production of raw materials, use of materials, production,
processing and usage as well as CO2 emissions caused by business travel and freight transport.

4.1.1.

Business ecology

LOWA’s headquarters in Jetzendorf, including the adjacent production facility, successfully completed the legally required
energy audit as per DIN 16247. The entire company was reviewed in terms of its energy efficiency and, as a result, a
comprehensive catalogue of measures for the conservation of energy and an increase in the share of renewable energy
sources was created.
In August 2015, LOWA installed large-scale photovoltaic systems on top of the majority of the company car parks. These
systems now supply approximately 16 per cent of the company’s annual power needs. The remaining demand is covered by
100 per cent green hydropower.
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LOWA has taken extensive insulation measures on the roofs of our production halls, added UV protection film to larger
window areas to reduce heat radiation and begun to change all our lighting to energy-saving LED technology.
At its locations in Jetzendorf and Priel, LOWA has built electric filling stations that can also be used by our customers and
visitors.
For printouts and photocopies, we use recycled paper made from 100 per cent waste paper and certified with Germany’s Blue
Angel eco-label.

4.1.2.

Environmental indicators

è from 2019
The aim is to be able to present an environmental record with the following key environmental indicators by 2019 at the latest.

4.1.3.
•

•

•

Goals and measures

Ongoing measures:
o Optimising waste separation and disposal
since quarter 4/2016
o Preparing an annual waste balance pursuant to the German Waste Management Act
since quarter 4/2016
Short-range goals:
o Thermal insulation of the roof surface area of Hall 2 at the Jetzendorf headquarters
Deadline: quarter 3/2017
o Upgrading large windows through UV protective film
Deadline: quarter 3/2017
o Adding more electric charging stations at the Priel location
Deadline: quarter 3/2017
o Purchasing two Pedelecs for trips between company locations
Deadline: quarter 2/2018
o Converting office lighting systems in Jetzendorf to LED technology
Deadline: quarter 2/2018
o Use of 100% green energy from hydro power at the sites in Jetzendorf and Priel
Deadline: quarter 1/2018
Mid-range goals:
o Converting office lighting systems in Priel to LED technology
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
o Converting lighting systems in production in Jetzendorf to LED technology
Deadline: quarter 4/2018
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•

o Converting lighting systems in warehouses in Jetzendorf to LED technology
Deadline: quarter 4/2018
o Expanding the photovoltaic system on the roof of halls 1 and 2
Deadline: quarter 4/2018
o Inspecting the photovoltaic system of the Priel location
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
o Visualising the amount of power produced by photovoltaic systems
Deadline: quarter 4/2018
Long-range goals:
o Determining and releasing key environmental figures (environmental indicators)
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
o Renewal of all heat pumps
Deadline: quarter 4/2019

4.2.

PROTECTION OF NATURE

The outdoor industry lives from the use of its products in nature. It generally costs nothing to pursue outdoor sporting
activities in nature. Nonetheless, many regions are suffering from obvious overuse – as a result of tourism and many outdoor
activities, too. Understanding this, LOWA plays a far-reaching role in specific projects and environmental training designed to
protect the great outdoors.

4.2.1.

Reforestation of Bavarian mountain forests

LOWA’s reforestation efforts focus on creating and restoring valuable forest ecosystems, which serve as the home of many
animals and plants. Forests store and filter drinking water; clean the air of pollutants; prevent erosion, floods, landslides
and avalanches; and provide food, renewable resources and much more.
An important side benefit of reforestation is CO2 compensation: This takes place when the trees absorb the greenhouse gas
carbon dioxide (CO2) as they grow, turning the carbon into biomass while releasing oxygen.
Forests are immensely important for the preservation of biological diversity as well as climate protection. For people, forests
are a vital source of recreation: They are a place for hiking and walking, for listening, smelling and observing, and have a
therapeutic effect on body and soul.
LOWA employees have been committed to Bavarian mountain forests since 2001 and are actively involved in caring for them,
spending one weekend of their free time in September every year to help plant roughly 500 saplings – larch, beech, fir and
spruce trees – in various Bavarian state forests. This program is financed by LOWA, which bears the costs of the saplings, the
trip, room and board.
Furthermore, LOWA’s reforestation efforts play into the 2 Million Trees project of the European Outdoor Conservation
Association (EOCA).
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4.2.2.

EOCA membership

As a member of the organisation, LOWA supports EOCA’s global nature-preservation projects.
EOCA’s vision is that the European outdoor sector will make a significant contribution to the
preservation of wild territories and ecosystems for future generations.
Valuable nature-preservation projects are supported through funding from the European outdoor sector. The non-profit
organisation directly finances these nature-preservation projects, and wants to show that the European outdoor industry is
aware of its responsibility of preserving nature.
Nature-preservation committees appointed by organisation members can request grants as high as 30,000 Euros for a given
project – a substantial contribution when it comes to nature-preservation projects. Examples of projects that have been
chosen include the creation of an environmental route in Nepal, a waste-disposal project for a mountain peak in Kyrgyzstan,
the protection of brown bears in northern Spain, the replanting of an indigenous old-growth forest in the Czech Republic, the
creation of a cross-border hiking trail in Macedonia and Albania, the protection of peat bogs in Ireland and the prevention of
the deforestation of an ancient forest in Sweden.
One hundred per cent of the membership fees flow directly into the projects, which are nominated and then selected by the
members themselves.
www.outdoorconservation.eu/
www.outdoorconservation.eu/twomilliontrees/

4.2.3.

LOWINGO

LOWA supports the wildlife conservation projects of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) through sales of its fluffy
LOWINGO peregrine falcon.
Nature preservation, the conservation of habitats and the preservation of animal and plant species are core topics for the
nature-preservation organisation, which is among the largest in the world. The WWF has been engaged for more than 50
years in now more than 100 countries.
www.wwf.org.uk
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4.2.4.

LO & WA adventure booklet

When it comes to activating the senses – sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch – or discovering habitats, plants and
animals, there is nothing that can replace direct contact with nature.
The LO & WA adventure booklet is geared towards little discoverers and adventurers. LO & WA, two children’s comic figures,
discover the world, provide crafting tips, show how to read trails and much more. This biannual magazine is listed in the
German National Library and has enjoyed great popularity amongst younger readers.
Through the LO & WA adventure booklet, LOWA communicates the joy and excitement of nature in a child-friendly way and
aims to contribute to sparking an interest in, explaining, and making people curious about nature.

4.2.5.
•

•

Goals and measures

Mid-range goals:
o Reviewing other options like reduction of impervious surfaces, roof greening, nesting aides and
insect hotels on the company's premises
Deadline: quarter 4/2018
o Reviewing a joint nature-protection project with the European Outdoor Conservation Association (EOCA)
Deadline: quarter 4/2018
Long-range goal:
o Reviewing a regional nature-protection project with a national environmental organisation
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
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SOCIAL COMMITMENT
The Jetzendorf location is a clear commitment to the
Bavarian roots of the company. Besides regional
institutions and projects, LOWA also supports social and
cultural projects at the national and international levels.

4.3.

NEPALHILFE BEILNGRIES E.V.

In September 2013, inhabitants of
the small village Sangachok in the
Sindhupalchok district of Nepal
asked the charity organisation
Nepalhilfe Beilngries to finance a new school. The
existing school, which was built on a hillside, had fallen
into a state of dilapidation.
Ralf Dujmovits and Gerlinde Kaltenbrunner, committed supporters of Nepalhilfe Beilngries for many years, used their good
contacts to LOWA and convinced the company to donate 75,000 Euros.
In the summer of 2014, the old school was torn down and construction of the new building began. The newly built Shree
Namuna Janasewa Lower Secondary School, also referred to as LOWA School for the sake of simplicity, opened its doors on 6
November 2015.
Since then, nearly 200 boys and girls are taught in the two-storey building’s twelve rooms.
www.nepalhilfe-beilngries.de/en/home
Furthermore, for years LOWA has been donating shoes to the project in cooperation with numerous athletes.
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4.4.

KENIAL E.V.
KENIAL distributes shoe donations from LOWA to children’s homes, schools and other recipients in Nepal, Bhutan
and other countries in need.

During one of these distribution campaigns, Alix von Melle and Luis Stitzinger, both athletes in the LOWA PRO Team, handed
out the shoes themselves at a children’s home in Nepal.
In late 2017, KENIAL published a cookbook with the favourite recipes of many well-known mountaineers, including some of
the athletes on the LOWA PRO Team. The proceeds from the cookbook will be donated to KENIAL.
www.kenial.de/en

4.5.

EDUCATION FOR ALL (EFA)

LOWA donates shoes to “Education for all”, an organisation founded by Dirk Fissmer. Its aim is to promote education and
development opportunities for children, young women and disabled people in Tajikistan and thus give them better prospects
for the future.
www.fissmer-tadschikistan.de

4.6.

CASA 21

LOWA also supports the CASA 21 projects for homeless people – which are coordinated by the Frankfurt Caritas Association –
through shoe donations. CASA 21 organises trips and hiking tours in the mountains as part of its ecumenical community
social work.
www.caritas-frankfurt.de

4.7.

LEBENSHILFE GRAFENAU E.V.
Since 2013, LOWA has regularly donated shoes to Lebenshilfe Grafenau to enable the institution’s disabled
patients and residents to take part in trips and hiking tours.

www.lebenshilfe-grafenau.de
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4.8.

OUTDOOR AGAINST CANCER
Outdoor Against Cancer (OAC) has set itself the task of showing people who suffer from cancer
the beneficial effects of outdoor activities and sports. The non-profit organisation offers
outdoor activities for cancer patients of all ages.
LOWA is active in the OAC partner network as an ambassador and sponsor.

www.outdooragainstcancer.de

4.9.
•

•

•

Goals and measures
Short-range goal:
o Reviewing support options for a regional social organisation
Deadline: quarter 3/2018
Mid-range goal:
o Reviewing support options for a cultural project
Deadline: quarter 4/2018
Long-range goal:
o Reviewing corporate-volunteering options
Deadline: quarter 4/2019
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